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Executive Summary
The Collaborative’s Community Engagement team, along with representative from the City of
Minneapolis’ Public Works department, hosted a round of engagement that included a community
survey, interactive comment map, a set of virtual focus groups, a live virtual meeting, and a range of
promotional strategies throughout the month of January 2021. Focus Group participants were identified
as a cross section of diverse representatives of various North Minneapolis communities.
These groups represent Faith communities, youth, neighborhood organizations, and businesses near the
Upper Harbor Terminal site.
The engagement team presented project limits and enhancement opportunities for the public realm
infrastructure to these groups to create a dialogue around arrival to and use of the Upper Harbor
Terminal site. Many common themes came through these discussions, including safety in multimodal
transportation. Conversations were often drawn to the larger context in which the Upper Harbor
Terminal site fits into North Minneapolis. Art themes pulled through work with Minneapolis Parks and
Recreation Board (MPRB) were introduced by the Juxtaposition Arts (part of the Collaborative) as part of
the discussion.
The engagement team also advertised and hosted a set of drop-in Office Hours in mid-January for
residents and property owners in the upper Dowling Avenue area (including one block north and south
of Dowling and two blocks west of Lyndale Ave N).
The live virtual Open House was conducted on Tuesday, January 26th, which included a short
presentation and a Question-and-Answer session at the end of a presentation, similar to the material
that was presented to the Focus Groups. The presentation was condensed due to time allotted for this
forum. Comments reflected below were generally posed as a question and are listed as such.
In conjunction with the focus groups, office hours and virtual open house, the project hosted a
community survey and interactive comment map that was available to the public from January 4th
through February 1st. The community survey received 100 responses and was promoted on the project
website, social media, open house notifications, UHT GovDelivery, a project press release and word of
mouth at UHT engagement events. Survey questions aligned with the questions asked to focus group
participants. Response to specific questions is summarized below and a full survey summary is included
in the appendix of this document.
The most common themes include:









Safety for pedestrians, and bikers along Dowling, especially crossing the I-94 bridge and
Washington/Dowling intersection.
Connectivity to the Upper Harbor Terminal from Lowry and other locations along 2nd Street and
Washington Avenue. Improvement investments along these roadways that are consistent with
Upper Harbor Terminal.
Improvement of the entire mobility infrastructure beyond the existing connections and planned
parkway for the Upper Harbor Terminal site. Purposeful, safe and attractive multimodal
facilities.
Concern for the quantity and where event parking is located at the UHT site.
Concern regarding event congestion along the roads leading to the UHT site.
Connectivity between the greater Northside and the UHT site via improvements to the existing
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trail and roadway networks.
Multimodal transportation that is safe and attractive.
Art that is meaningful to place and the community including its history and its future. Art that is
carried to and through the site.
Promotion of transportation-based and community-owned business opportunities.
A sense of arrival and vistas to connect the Northside to the river.
33rd Avenue should provide welcoming entrance to the site; seen as an important entry point to
get to park, river and trails for the community.
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Graphic Summary
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Table of Thematic Comments (for creation of visual summary)
Arrival/Connectivity
network
(getting to UHT)

(River) more accessible from northside neighborhoods. It would
be great to be able to walk north along the river to access the
UHT.
Are there any plans to add more pedestrian-only bridges
Safety for pedestrians, and bikers along Dowling, especially
crossing the I-94 bridge and Washington/Dowling intersection.
Connectivity to the Upper Harbor Terminal from Lowry and other
locations along 2nd Street and Washington Avenue. Improvement
investments along these roadways that are consistent with Upper
Harbor Terminal.
33rd Avenue should provide welcoming entrance to the site; seen
as an important entry point to get to park, river and trails for the
community.

Approaches FROM river (portage) – MPRB would lead that effort

Relationship with nature and water; strengthen brought to
forefront
Improvement of the entire mobility infrastructure beyond the
existing connections and planned parkway for the Upper Harbor
Terminal site. Purposeful, safe and attractive multimodal
facilities.
Quantity and where event parking is located at the UHT site.
Concern regarding event congestion along the roads leading to
the UHT site.
Concern that ticketed concert events could dominate access,
limiting the ability of people getting to the concert…if shuttle
buses are lined up and idling how does that impact park goers
and how does site design impact park user experience.
Multimodal transportation that is safe and attractive
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It would be great to connect to the bicycle trails in N Mississippi
Regional Park to the area. I ride those trails all the time and it
would provide easy access from not only N Mpls but also
Brooklyn Center. I would prefer to bike or walk.
I think it adds to the feeling of ownership if Northsiders do not
have to use a car to access it. That there is a walking/bike path
that makes it so accessible, it is so close, so it feels more like it's in
your neighborhood if you can access it without a car. (beyond all
the environmental benefits of reducing car use.) It should be
easiest to get to the site from the community, not from outside
the community.
Art

Art that is meaningful to place and the community including its
history and its future. Art that is carried to and through the site.
It needs to be welcoming. Also historical narratives are important.
Something mobile, changeable, seasons for different things that
rotate out. That would draw people in.
Hope to celebrate what has been improved by this project, but
also show that there is work to do. Be honest that we’re not done
yet.
Staples around the 5 areas – look further; artistic tapestry that is
mobile, transitional, functional from seasonal, artistic expression

Celebrate how the UHT being intentional about how it has helped
in the spectrum, hopeful story with acknowledgement of hard
work ahead and healing. Not to be celebratory statement, but an
evolving statement.
Indigenous history – highlight within space. At approach of body
of water – excited feeling; feel sense of peace. Vista seeing
building of excitement to bring you there (cut off in North MPLS)
How to make reference to the park from multiple view/distances
(pit stops) connections. Experiential – building in leisure.

artistic experience should flow; create cohesion
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Roadway Design

Maintenance on multi-modal roadways; how does this design
align with maintenance and is there a plan to manage those
spaces. Snow Removal is good.
More eyes on the street (create destination to have temporary
respite) the bike racks, etc. green space (along Dowling as an
example)
Protection at boulevards I-94/Dowling in particular
PED only signaling – safe crossing (scramble as an example)

Any temporary installation at Lower Dowling

Large bike parking area to really enforce pedestrian experience
especially near parkway

Protection for bikers (like the bollards) placed for real safety

think bigger potential for land bridges

follow traffic, congestion and safety at stoplights along Lower
Dowling. Adding bike lanes has really congested the Lowry bridge
and I would be worried about same impacts on the I-94 bridge.
Honestly, the light on Dowling/Washington has made on the I-94
bridge.
Development Parcels

the elevation on Upper Dowling is at the same level as a 4-story
building at the site (lower Dowling). is this a concern?
land use evolution for long term development beyond UHT
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Other considerations

How is this project taking into consideration and avoiding
furthering the issues of pollution related health issues that this
community has historically been exposed to due to similar
gentrification/industrial projects like this?
how is the Xcel cable being handled from a public realm
perspective

The Bottineau light rail line is being re-designed, as I understand.
Has this been anticipated in the UHT infrastructure design?

Promotion of transportation-based and community-owned
business opportunities.

Create a win-win increasing viability, businesses

Climate and environmental approach to this – make sure that
stays in focus

Capture and reuse water – graywater for other uses

Nice rides/scooters on site would make area and access more
pleasant

Is it possible to add a greenhouse feature, similar to what used to
be at the walker?
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Focus Group Members
Staff Participants:
Alexander Kado – City of Minneapolis, Public Works
Niko Kubota-Armin - JXTA
Preston Dorsett – JXTA, Apprentice
Dan McNiel – SRF Consulting
Lyssa Washington – 4RM+ULA
Craig Vaughn – SRF Consulting
Kristen Murray - JXTA
Emily Tucker – JXTA, Apprentice
Rashaunea Ambers-Winston – JXTA, Apprentice
Participants:
Faith Leaders Focus Group
Focus group conducted 1/7/21
Imam Makram El-Amin, Masjid AnNur
Pastor Victor Martinez, New Generation Church
Colleen O’Connor Toberman, Friends of the Mississippi River
Eric Hoffer, Pastor, Salem Lutheran
Intergenerational and Active Lifestyles Focus Group
Focus group conducted 1/9/21
Alexis Pennie – Northsider (Jordan)
Cathy Spann (Jordan) – Executive Director of Jordan Area Community Council
Vanessa DeLaire – (Hopewell music school); Northsider (background in hospitality/ promotions)
Kylia Porter – JXTA alum, Northsider
Kristel Porter – Northsider
Jahliah Holloman – JXTA alum, Northsider
Cameron Downey – JXTA alum, Northsider
Neighborhood Organizations Focus Group
Focus group conducted 1/11/21
Andrew Bornhoft - Hawthorne Neighborhood Council staff member
Jeff Schmidt – Webber-Camden Neighborhood Organization resident and board member
Sunny Chanthanouvong – Executive Director of Lao Assistance Center
Markella Smith - Executive Director of McKinley Community Neighborhood Association; CPC Co-chair
Martine Smaller – Executive Director of NRRC, Willard Hay, Near North Minneapolis resident
Blaishia Lee – NRRC staff member
Danielle Tietjen – Folwell resident; former communications for FNO
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Business Owners Focus Group
Focus group conducted 1/12/21
Kevin Falconer
Brad Kadue
Brian Messerschmidt
Michelle Lightfeather
Lisa Bickford
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Question: How do you imagine arriving at the River and a re-envisioned
Upper Harbor Terminal Area?
Focus Group 1 – Faith Leaders
 (Having) Access: Parking – small kids and hard to bike especially in winter. Harriet Island is a
good example, of close access to nature and parking. and priority as a person with a young
family.
 Running/walking, maybe biking or bus from house/church (avoid traffic from large events)
 Walking from home (currently use Lowry) Access from 33rd side would be helpful – some biking.
Leaving parking for people coming from other parts of city; use both Lowry and Dowling.
 coming across Lowry and Washington – near Burger King – turn north to 33rd. Along 2nd Street
there are feasibility issues to walking and biking comfortably. What about west side of street
where there are business and private property?
 Really like the idea of being near river/trails
 More eyes more activity – parking beyond UHT
 Biking (live in NE) a little far to walk in casual manner; (for)events would bike for logistical
reasons
 I do a lot of biking along parkways. If I were going specifically to UHT it would be a mix of bike
and drive. If I was going to an event I would try to bike to avoid parking/traffic as a concern
Some additional information provided by Alexander:










Phase 1: connecting 33rd to Parkway (during Phase I) will likely be gravel path due to funding
-Ticketed concert (looking into shuttle service), utilizing other strategies
-Parking and its emphasis for limited event service – how to balance accessing park during
events.
-Traffic Management plan being conducted along with AUAR
-Parking during phase I would likely implement a gravel parking lot on one of the city-owned
development parcels
-A 420 parking stall is being proposed (Washington Ave) a little away from river and parkway.
Challenging to have multi-use area, how to meet the need for balance. Very limited parking on
the Parkway – perpendicular parking stalls, like on-street parking near South Minneapolis lakes
Options/opportunities for business development (cab shuttle service)
Concern that ticketed concert events could dominate access, limiting the ability of people
getting to the concert…if shuttle buses are lined up and idling how does that impact park goers
and how does site design impact park user experience. The city has voted down an 800-space
parking riverfront use at Fed Reserve, especially for limited use events.
Feasibility of walking from 2nd/between Lowry and 33rd? How do we make improve this area?
(not in project) What can we do?
-potential to change bike lane
-create public realm as a result of UHT improvements
-coordination of County/City and State
Ease of access – currently have to leave neighborhood to find pleasant scenery. Access on south
edge and 2nd street. Look to prioritize 2nd and 33rd.
Semi-traffic makes it unsafe and unpleasant for this area.
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Create a win-win increasing viability, businesses.
Decades for land use evolution will change this.

Focus Group 2 - Intergenerational and Active Lifestyles
 Every type of transit mode is utilized to get to the site (many in this group have been to and
through the site due to their affiliation with JXTA)
 Biking good now, enhance; better connection to parkway (protected) and connectivity in every
direction
 Nice rides/scooters on site would make area and access more pleasant.
 CXN from River to other areas. Including access at 33rd. Upgrade this area.
 (Would there be/ are there) Approaches FROM river (portage) – MPRB would lead that effort.
 Relationship with nature and water; strengthen brought to forefront
 Climate and environmental approach to this – make sure that stays in focus.
 (black people like nature too)
 WHAT ABOUT WASHINGTON???
-super seedy with what is there (trucks, cars, people “living” there) must change; what can be
done?
-other connections Lowry, Dowling etc.
- Destination has an ugliness
 Pass over trains at grade – difficult (bc of slow and long)
Focus Group 3 - Neighborhood Organizations
 Drive in winter/bike. Ideally, Bike down Plymouth, catch the parkway and all the way up to UHT
along the River.
 Bike walk transit would be desirable – not car-centric.
 I think it adds to the feeling of ownership if Northsiders do not have to use a car to access it. That
there is a walking/bike path that makes it so accessible, it is so close, so it feels more like it's in
your neighborhood if you can access it without a car. (beyond all the environmental benefits of
reducing car use.) It should be easiest to get to the site from the community, not from outside
the community. My thoughts were on those that don't have a car, but I don't want to it lean so
much the other way. Prioritizing all the needs and barriers is important.
 It should be easiest to get to the site from the community, not from outside the community.
 Has anyone talked to Nice Ride or someone similar to see about a bicycle fleet for use on site /
around site?
 It would be great to connect to the bicycle trails in N Mississippi Regional Park to the area. I ride
those trails all the time and it would provide easy access from not only N Mpls but also Brooklyn
Center. I would prefer to bike or walk. I don't want to drive if it's paid parking or a hassle.
Focus Group 4 – Business Owners
 Hopeful for increased bus traffic for employees; concerned about congestion and increase in
pedestrian traffic as approaching parking lot of business. Amenity for employees (increased
parking for employees)
 Parking options; especially for events
 City and MT in talks; 33rd and 2nd – other locations
 Congestion impacts for events; will limit, encourage multimodal. Concert venue only has parking
for employees. Future buildings will have parking (SW corner of Dowling/Washington)
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Traffic Management Study is being conducted. Coordinated Plan has some ideas. But every
building will still have to go thru CPED process for land use.
Flow of traffic on Washington; impacts back at Lowry; timing of lights – bike lane created a
bigger issue. Looking forward to having option to engage employees and company nearby.
I-94 back-up diverts traffic to Washington creating/compounding issue.

Open House 1 – Community-at-Large
 Would like the river to be more accessible from my neighborhood. It would be great to be able
to walk north along the river to access the UHT.
 Crossing 94 on busy streets like Broadway + Plymouth is not pleasant for pedestrians.
 Has there been consideration how people could access this space via boat or waterways or is
this even allowable?
 What happened with the “Dowling Experience” Project planning for the Dowling bridge?
Community Survey and Wikimap Responses
Community survey and interactive comment map asked respondents:
 What mode of travel would you like to use to access the Mississippi River and a re-envisioned Upper
Harbor Terminal site? (Select all that apply)
 What roads would you like to use to access the Mississippi River and re-envisioned UHT site? (Select all
that apply)

Community Survey Comments include:
 Trolley Cars for Seniors
 The proposal for the UHT is TOTALLY INADEQUATE due to the conflict of interest in getting us here and
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the limited space available for parking if a music venue is added. Our proposal would not require this
additional access.
Lyft, or how about a ferry or pedestrian bridge?
Please make the UHT extremely hostile to cars, and extremely accessible by transit/walk/bike/roll. I mean
genuinely ban cars.Boat, perhaps if you provide Docks & a marina
BOAT...R I V E R!
A park & walk feature - safe and available parking to the west of I94. I don't and won't roll or bike there
but as it's being planned with limited parking, it would be helpful to have nearby parking for those who
can walk to use.
Boat launch-would be nice to make this a place where folks can take a boat ride up and down the river.
Boat
I would like to have the option to get there by car and park to visit but not necessarily make use of the
space with my car.

Wikimap Comments include:
 Wikimap Walking Comment - Access from the west to the site is extremely limited. A wide
pedestrian/biking bridge (concrete or a land bridge) midway through would help overcome some of the
barriers posed by I-94. It really is unfortunate that they put a highway so close to the river. So disruptive
and isolating.
 Wikimap Transit comment - A BRT or Modern Streetcar connecting the UHT to the North Loop and the
Orange Line would be a good idea. I think it would help draw more people to the riverfront.
 Wikimap Biking Comment - The "bike lane" on Lowry is unacceptable for most kinds of bikers. In the
winter it is either non-existent or so covered with snow and ice that it threatens to kick bikes (and their
trailers full of kids) into traffic. In the summer it is still unprotected from traffic, including the cars
consistently parked in bike lanes and the cars swerving around other cars that are turning. Get rid of
parking along the street, add a permanent bus lane, and a grade-separated two-way bike lane.
 Wikimap safety comment - Install stop sign and crosswalk so that people can cross the parkway and the
bike trail to access the river from the Northstar Community Rowing River Access for nature observation,
birding, fishing, boating, water taxi stop. (ADA-compliant walkway and dock)
 Wikimap general comment - North Star Community Rowing River Access for nature observation, birding,
fishing, boating. ADA-compliant walkway and dock. Canoe launch access. I paddle this section of the river a
lot and do a shuttle back to my car with my bike. Would be great to further connect the water trail with
the bike trails and other amenities.
 Wikimap walking comment - I am very excited to have this project within a safe walking distance to my
home.
 Wikimap biking comment - using existing bike lanes fro west river pkway north from downtown
 Wikimap biking comment - avoid industrial areas as possible, safer bike access. better signage and area
maps, safer routes over interstate and access into north side neighborhoods
 Wikimap biking comment - Currently biking to that area can be scary with lack of protected bike lanes,
traffic on Lowry, oversized/industrial traffic, and people driving too fast/swerving between the lanes.
 Wikimap biking comment - protected bike lane on Lowry, bike and pedestrian paths along the river in its
entirety, safe and accessible ramp connections from Lowry to the river paths that avoid the railroad
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Community survey comments include:
 Trolley Cars for Seniors
 A road right through the tire burning scrap metal plant.
 Ecoduct/foot bridge over the highway to connect North Mpls to the river
 Would love a bridge for bikers and walkers across the river to the parkway
 Lowry
 Lyndale ave North to Washington
 west river road
 the river
 Mississippi River
 Plymouth ave north
 Lowry Ave N from the Northside a walking path would be helpful so actual north Minneapolis residents
can benefit from this in some sort of way.
 Lowry Bridge
Wikimap comments include:
 Wikimap Vehicle comment - Bridge on Dowling would need a safe pedestrian walkway away from vehicle
traffic. Current walking is not possible because of safety concerns with traffic.
 Wikimap Biking Comment - Perfect place for a biking and walking bridge to get to the UHT 35th Ave. N.
right in the middle of the site.
 Wikimap vehicle comment - Retain service road to the east of the railroad tracks until parkway is finished
in Phase 2.
 Wikimap Transit comment - Have a trolley that uses the railroad tracks to go north and south along the
western side of the UHT between Dowling and 33rd Ave. N.
 Wikimap general comment - RE-OPEN THE ST. ANTHONY FALL LOCK!!!
 Wikimap general comment - People who access the river at the North Star Community Rowing River
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Access (on Parcel 4) currently use the service road that runs from 33rd Ave. N. north along the Parcel 5
western border to Parcel 4.
Wikimap biking comment - From Bryn Mawr along Cedar Lake Trail to river then north along bike trails to
UHT
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Public Art in the Public Realm: Storylines and Themes for Public Art







Histories of ecological harm and disconnection from this place - ways that Native communities, Black
communities and communities of color have connected to and been disconnected from the river;
reconnecting to the river
Environmental justice work and vision - ways that environmental justice organizing is
shaping the Northside riverfront
Artists’ appropriation of the Upper Harbor Terminal - aerosol artists’ mark on the UHT and
its
role in imagining a park
Settlement history of the Northside - histories and presence of the Northside's diverse
communities
Food sovereignty in Black, Native and POC communities - food justice leadership on the
Northside

Survey respondents were asked: Based on the themes identified below, please select the themes
and stories that are important to you and your community? (Select all that apply)
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Question: When you think about the experience of traveling to and
through the Upper Harbor Terminal, how do these themes resonate
with you?
What themes and stories are important to the Northside?
Focus Group 1 – Faith Leaders
 Being Latino in North - growing up, the neighborhood didn’t belong to me, it was native, Jewish,
Black first. I don’t want one culture to dominate. From 2000-2010 Latinos doubled.
 It needs to be welcoming. Also historical narratives are important. I suggest something mobile,
changeable, seasons for different things that rotate out. That would draw people in.
 Hope to celebrate what has been improved by this project, but also show that there is work to
do. Be honest that we’re not done yet.
 Latino community not feeling like this is part of this community (historically to present)





Not overwhelming of one segment of the community
Welcoming as possible; historic narratives to be drawn on
Staples around the 5 areas – look further; artistic tapestry that is mobile, transitional, functional
from seasonal, artistic expression
Celebrate how the UHT being intentional about how it has helped in the spectrum, hopeful story
with acknowledgement of hard work ahead and healing. Not to be celebratory statement, but an
evolving statement.

Focus Group 2 – Intergenerational and Active Lifestyles
 Indigenous history – highlight within space. At approach of body of water – excited feeling; feel
sense of peace. Vista seeing building of excitement to bring you there (cut off in North MPLS)
 Things that ‘pop’ appreciate JXTA’s work to bring relevant and contextual work
 How to make reference to the park from multiple view/distances (pit stops) connections.
Experiential – building in leisure.
 What does art look like to continue to dream?
 Environmental justice – see from far away. Story of reclamation of space. Bc people had hope
that this could be possible
 Capture and reuse water – graywater for other uses (example MWMO/ Metro Transit utilizing
water for cleaning vehicles) Will note; team hasn’t gotten that far to date; also being explored
for the park – also an educational opportunity
Focus Group 3 - Neighborhood Organizations
 Safety for youth; place to feel at home/sense in ownership. Ability for youth to encourage
others to take care of it. How/what are options for skateboarding for example. Inclusivity –
young black men feeling at peace.
 I think about "Honoring" the sacredness of the River and the Indigenous Story along with
"Respecting" the Black experience and history in this area.
 Regular circulator for youth. 1-2x a week to bring youth there for performance, etc.
 I really like the ideas of Artists' Appropriation of the N Side. What if there was a public wall for
graffiti artists to use for their art. Sort of like Intermedia Arts used to have. Maybe a monthly
artist spotlight as well as a "free for all" space? Also, the Settlement History could be really cool
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to share. I know Webber Camden has a history club that I'm sure would love to contribute. This
area has a rich history of lumber mill work etc.
Youth group to focus on how they would feel space is comfortable at UHT. Will help coordinate
– Alexander to follow up. Other neighborhood orgs would like to participate and help in this
effort.
Beauty on both sides of freeway and this ugly bridge in between.
artistic experience should flow; create cohesion.

Focus Group 4 – Business Owners
 themes of history (mentioned visited Golden Gate bridge Park) learning opportunity
 concurs, informational
 Concert venue comparison to the Hollywood Bowl. Does this warrant a larger/ national artist?
JXTA: coming back with more in March
 Enhance view if possible; likes what Lowry has as viewpoint when coming down.


Anything artistic would help improve the bridge.

Open House 1 – Community-at-Large
 Remembering that this is and we are on stolen land. Resolving to reestablish sanctity and sacred
honor of an ancient and renewing connection of community and nature.
 Are there labyrinths planned?
 Areas suitable for meditation, yoga, and tai chi perhaps?
 Yes, trees! urban tree canopies!!
 Are there current plans or conversations around tree canopy? Will this be addressed under
green stormwater infrastructure management?
 When will there be more information about public art calls or how to get involved with that
process?
 Edible landscapes would be great
Community Survey Reponses – Are there other themes or stories you think are important to the Northside?
 Forecasting potential damage wrought by climate change in terms of erosion of the shoreline.
 The lumber milling industry along the river which was the biggest in the world. Also, how various ethnics
learned to work, live and play together for a century. Fact northside was always considered the lowest
class area of the city but almost everyone succeeded.
 redlining, racism, and resilience
 Perhaps will be included in settlement history but connection of settlement to industrial development
 This UHT project is disconnected from the Northside because we chose to run 94 through this community.
 Original Dakota property!
 Recognize the Upper Harbor area's "Underground" Music Scene - The area between the highway and the
river has been home to marginalized underground art, dance, and music for decades. House (originating in
Chicago) and Techno (originating Detroit) are two Afro Futurist Black-led electronic music genres that have
given rise to a Minneapolis underground dance culture rooted in north Minneapolis, between the highway
and the river.
 Techno Godfather of Afro Futurism, Jeff Mills, played right here in north Minneapolis as well as up &
coming local Black techno artists Lonefront. DVS1, who has had residencies at world-renowned techno club
Berghain and was on the cover of international DJ Mag Dec. 2019, has called north Minneapolis home to his
studio and warehouse. Countless raves and after hour events have taken place along this underground strip
putting Minneapolis on the map for having underground scenes comparable to cities
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much larger than its size.
Minnesota farm history
First the site has be be offered in a NEW RFP in order to see what's available that's better than what's being
proposed.
pioneers
What was here in 1491
Redlining and racial discrimination in real estate.
History of the racist policies of Minneapolis such as "redlining" that have created egregious wealth disparity
and other inequities borne soley by BIPOC
It's extremely important to note that this is stolen Dakota land. And the best way to note that is by sharing
power with Dakota and other indigenous groups, not (merely) by giving them a boulder that says "We
honor the Dakota, from whom we stole this land to gave to the Pohlads."
Minnesota's history supplying leaders for the Civil Rights movement, starting with Hubert Humphrey when
he was MInneapolis' mayor: his electrifying speech at the 1948 Democratic Convention, his partnership as
senator with MLK and LBJ in passing the Civil Rights Act in 1975. Also Roy Wilkins of St. Paul, head of the
NAACP at the time. White and Black working together. Kids today need to hear this story.
The socio-politcal economic system that excludes Northside and all of Minneapolis from participation until
it is already sold to the richest developers. Offering us the chance to comment on how you want it to look
when you are not asking us if we want to give this land to the wealthy is regressive.
Native American history on the river.
Accessibility & opportunities for Everyone.
THE R I VE R FOR ALL
Reclaiming history & heritage through Arts
The role of community coming together to overcome obstacles or rebuild - from the 2011 tornado to COVID
to individual personal challenges - the neighborhood comes together.
I think it's important to recognize the vibrancy and richness of the Northside community; past, present;
future possibilities.
The river is an international flyway and a internationally known river of lore. Incorporate those facts with
our immediate neighborhood and history - specifically the Native American history with the river.
the rivers history, the people, fish/wildlife
A lot of the themes you selected seem to have a real negative undertone, and granted there is a lot of sad
history there, perhaps the history with a way of incorporating hope or positivity about the future would be
nice. like inspirational poetry (I'm thinking about the poem the lady gave at the Biden inauguration for
example...it hits on the tragedies of the past but leave you feeling so good about what we can do to make
things better and leaves you wanting to make the world better)
Access to RIVER - keep the natural area right next to the river OPEN TO EVERYONE
I would like some art that is about nature and the river.
The history of Plymouth ave north when the 1960 decline and riots1968
Specific family narratives. Concentrate on the PEOPLE of the Northside - their beauty, perseverance, and
strength!
Yes, it is important to include North Minneapolis residents in the planning. There have been several
attempts but not much follow through on inclusion. It seems they are trying to please Fortune 500
companies more than the local residents of the North side. Gentrification at its finest!
Jewish history of the Northside.
Positive and futuristic. The Northside can change a lot in the next 10-30 years. Me must realize that all
cultures must feel invited
History of Black Population and disparities
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Early history of the harbor and the recent immigrants and their descendants who worked there and lived in
N. MPLS in the late 19th & early 20th centuries,
Building economic wealth for marginalized, POC communities, entrepreneurship
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Community Survey Reponses
Examples of public art incorporated into the public realm are shown below. Please click on one example
of public art you would like to see incorporated into the project
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Community Survey Reponses
In addition to the Public Art option you selected above, are there other examples or ideas for public art you
would like to see incorporated into the project?
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Free-standing statues by local artists, creative playground equipment and benches, murals, interactive art
(that you could climb on), sponsored pavers (purchase a paver and have your name engraved on it).
A miniature model of the city and where you are
Perhaps a labyrinth.... Give that acid etched concrete a job to do.
graffitti wall
Depiction of the lumber milling industry which is the only really historic aspect of the upper river. It was
the biggest lumbering mill district in world for about 35 years
all art should be from BIPOC northsiders. most of the art you show above is background art, not actually
centering the art. there needs to be input from the Black and Indigenous community before you do
anything.
Sculptures from local artisans...including children from local schools.
Sculpture commissioned from local artists
defining monumental structure e.g. globe at sheridan memorial
Natural river environment only
I would like work from the kids at Juxta to be incorporated.
Turntable sculpture to honor north Minneapolis reputation as being the home to underground dance
music...Honor the Midwest Black Artists that created the music we know today as house and techno.
House was created by Frankie Knuckles in Chicago and Techno was created by the Belleville 3 in
Detroit....The areas connection to this music should not be lost.
local artist
Yes, there should be pictures developed to put in the jail cells that should be occupied by the Pohlad and
Frank families that their co-conspirators that stole the land from me and my North Minneapolis neighbors.
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Sculptural
Sculptures and murals by Northside artists. How about art as infrastructure, e.g. murals on walkways and
roadways, custom designed light poles, etc
Art that creates spaces for people to experience events and each other
I'd like to see a commitment to public restrooms in the park as well as no anti-homelessness architecture.
Black artists only who are paid ×5 the amount another artist would be
I would like (1) a rotating art installation that artists can take turns utilizing; and (2) a public art installation
that allows anybody to utilize, even at risk that someone will grafitti something icky.
As in earlier comment, something that reminds us that progress in defeating racism requires working
together.
Artwork that incorporates sound and light. This helps in the winter when daylight is minimal.
BIPOC lead, fabricated and executed
Garden with native ornamental grass(little bluestem would be perfect!) with huge flat rocks in the center
to sit on with a taller sculpture of a Native American figure. Not contemporary style. The examples above
in #5 are mostly flat.
artistic bicycle racks
sculpture
Storm water drains, artistically placed, all around necessary areas of UHT
A nod to the domes and other industrial structures - even if some go away, they add to the gritty energy of
the area. Is there a way to relate them to other past settlement in the area?
Sculpture; water feature
native grasses and plants, flower gardens and sculptures, space to rent out for events, a art greenhouse.
Something that puts this space on the map nationally-there are so many arts projects that are nice but
don't draw a national audience-would be good to work with not only local but a national group that could
help to inspire something that can make this a destination place that the community is proud of
Bike infrastructure
do a contest open to the public. a good way to get the community involved if promoted correctly
use of plants (trees, etc.) to create beauty, maybe murals or some sculptures
Environmental education and river history stations along the river walking trails
Mix art with purpose - tell the story of water - share important narratives of Native people
Installation by POC artist
The mural on the Northside off Broadway. Murals would be great.
Eatable garden beds, Native plants, no pesticides, water features
There are so many opportunities for artists, such. as graffiti/aerosol work, large-scale sculpture, lighting
design, and wayfinding.
Local graffiti artists
stained glass and music
"Involving Juxtaposition Arts for projects for the youth of the North Side, native installations of plants and
their uses in native cultures, perhaps with some ability for this community to harvest and demonstrate
traditional uses and methods.
Social justice pieces, murals, etc, by black artists,"
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Discussion:
Road design proposals
Focus Group 1 – Faith Leaders
Context for road design was provided to each group along with local examples. The reconstructed
Upper Dowling was added to the project to ensure those East-West connections to the UHT site.
Looking at connection points. Bridge will be a future effort. Off-street shared use path. Examples of
this shared use path are located in NE Minneapolis along 18th Ave and 26th Ave N. Not taking
property, so there is a constrained area to work within.













Maintenance on multi-modal roadways; how does this design align with maintenance and is
there a plan to manage those spaces. Snow Removal is good.
Strong consideration of access and treatment from the south – appreciate this process to look at
this area, and this the consideration would be great to see along 2nd Ave. If we are serious to
inclusivity and access, then 2nd and access at the south end of the site is something that would
bode well with the community.
More eyes on the street (create destination to have temporary respite) the bike racks, etc.
green space (along Dowling as an example)
More protective at 6th to 4th street – buffering multimodal from vehicles
Transit amenities flexibility to draw people from deeper pockets of north Minneapolis
One added comment on the bridge: can paint treatments and some kind of creative element on
the chain-link fence help add some temporary color and appeal? Is there an opportunity for
artists to be part of that?
Protection at boulevards at I-94/Dowling
PED only signaling – safe crossing (scramble as an example)
Any temporary installation at Lower Dowling
Large bike parking area to really enforce pedestrian experience especially near parkway
Creative financial opportunities (tuk-tuks for example) transportation-based businesses

Focus Group 2 – Intergenerational and Active Lifestyles
 Look at 26th Avenue bike lane as an example. Would like a universal approach to the bike lanes
for the northside.
 6-7 bus routes up and down river and connect to north Minneapolis (interesting conversation of
how to get ppl in and out for large events)
 Blue line extension: Route between Target Field Station and North MPLS is being reassessed.
How does this project factor in to and moving people up to UHT?
 26th Avenue strength from city and community to get bollards placed at the bridge
 Protection for bikers (like the bollards) placed for real safety
 WHAT ABOUT WASHINGTON???
-super seedy with what is there (trucks, cars, people “living” there) must change; what can be
done?
-other connections Lowry, Dowling etc.
- Destination has an ugliness
 Pass over trains at grade – difficult (because of slow and long)
 Arriving at UHT via the water - water as part of the transportation network


Concern about safe access from neighborhood, and also handling reality of volume of traffic and
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people coming to concerts
Addressing seediness and truck parking/traffic on Washington
Concern about waiting for trains - can’t sit and wait for trains. Other neighborhoods have
overpasses/underpasses for train tracks.

Focus Group 3 - Neighborhood Organizations
 I think it would be truly revolutionary and groundbreaking for Minneapolis as a city if there was
no parking and could only be accessed by bike or public transportation.
 As a N Side resident, I would like to strongly discourage from use of the bus bump outs / single
lanes on Dowling. Getting stuck behind a bus on Penn these days is not fun at all. There is no
way to pass a stopped bus in a safe way. As a proponent of multi-modal transit; can we direct
things towards dedicated greenways and share roads and other networks nearby.
 Dowling is so problematic. I would caution that a street redo that doesn't cover more of Dowling
will prevent others from using it, which will reinforce frustrations. I live near Dowling and tried
once to use it on a bike and won't do it again. Maybe a walk, and there are other ways to get
there, but if you are trying to encourage folks to bike, Dowling is an issue.
 Bollards are an issue; don’t really help. City/County need to come down hard on MNDOT to
push the envelope. Not really safe. People in proximity to Dowling are going to use Dowling
and not find the other ways.
 Would really like MNDOT at the table – think bigger and cap it
 Beauty on both sides of freeway and this ugly bridge in between.
 extended to West River Parkway; connectivity from further points
 River is park land everywhere except here (Hawthorne has a park at river that people don’t
know what’s there)
 Crossing from residential to recreational areas of north Minneapolis.
Focus Group 4 – Business Owners
 I am hopeful to see increased bus access as part of this project. Lyndale is currently the closest
stop for employees. I am also concerned about pedestrian traffic and congestion issues near the
Dowling/Washington intersection, I-94 ramps and UHT Site. Amenity for employees (increased
parking for employees)
 Is there a parking plan in place for large events and concerts?
 One of my concerns is the follow traffic, congestion and safety at stoplights along Lower
Dowling. Adding bike lanes has really congested the Lowry bridge and I would be worried about
same impacts on the I-94 bridge. Honestly, the light on Dowling/Washington has made
congestion worse. I see the UHT Site as an opportunity for an outdoor gathering space, which
has been missing from the area with the industrial feel along Washington Ave.
 Backups on I-94 cause Washington Ave. to be highly congested (i.e. when there are accidents or
snow incidents). When that happens traffic diverts to Washington Ave and this is heavy
congestion.
 I am curious about on-street parking along Washington Ave. Will on-street parking be an
option? What truck size was modeled for the Dowling/Washington intersection redesign? (50 ft
trailer length - typical semi-size)
 How far north would Washington Ave improvements extend? (likely less than shown in the
current layout)
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I don’t immediately consider it Public Art, but I think of the Golden Gate Bridge and the
historical information presented there on plaques and murals.
I would like to see art that connects us to the space, I think it’s impactful when we know more
about the history of the site. The river is such an important part of the city’s identity, but that is
lost in this industrial part of the city.
Similar to the Bean and Hollywood Bowl, I think the Park may be an opportunity for a marquee
public art piece.
Is there an opportunity to sponsor upgrades to the roadway/I-94 bridge improvements? (Kevin
Falconer – totally agree with this question, there is an opportunity to reach out to the local
business community)
power lines on Dowling are an eyesore, could these be buried to improve the look and feel of
the UHT’s primary access location?
I don’t know if there are 4 train crossings a week near Dowling, it seems like less? Would there
be boat access as part of the park redevelopment?
I would like to have the opportunity to sit during train crossings (Public realm component along
33rd Ave.)

Context around Lower Dowling was provided by City Staff for turns and changes to the intersection of
Dowling at Washington.
City and Metro Transit in talks regarding local bus service and stops; 33rd and 2nd – other locations.
Oversized trucks (50’ trailer) are being accommodated through turns at intersection of Dowling/
Washington.
Straightening of intersection by taking some land currently owned by City of Minneapolis.







Congestion impacts for events; will limit, encourage multimodal. Concert venue only has
parking for employees. Future buildings will have parking (SW corner of Dowling/Washington)
Traffic Management Study is being conducted. Coordinated Plan has some ideas. But every
building will still have to go thru CPED process for land use.
94 back-up diverts traffic to Washington creating/compounding issue.
left turn signaling seems short (from 94 on to Washington)
What other accommodations are being made here and at entrance back on to 94
How far North do changes go? A couple hundred feet; have to merge bike facility back to road
[stops before Highlight printing]

Open House 1 – Community-at-Large





As a resident of north and a cyclist, the style of trail used on 26th ave and shown here is a very
poor experience when used by cyclists for commuting or fitness. cars turning, accessing alleys,
and competition from pedestrians (who greatly appreciate and deserve the multi-use trail)
create many dangers. putting both lanes of cycle traffic on the same side of the street also
makes it difficult and dangerous for cyclists to enter or leave the trail (turning north or south off
of Dowling in this case); it's a concept that works for suburbs or inside parks but is a bad fit for a
city where people use parts of the trail to get to their destination (which isn't only the upper
harbor). adding the boulevard also makes it impossible to ride on the street. please reconsider!
There is too much traffic here in this area…
VIP - Very Important Pedestrians/ Pedalists
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Has Metro Transit discussed what type of Transit will be implemented along the Parkway/NorthSouth connection? Local Bus route, BRT, Street Car, etc.?
Roundabouts are not pedestrian friendly, especially for the disabled.
What will the exit options be to the north towards Webber Park?
The Bottineau light rail line is being re-designed, as I understand. Has this been anticipated in
the UHT infrastructure design?
As a Northsider my daily experience is bottlenecking of autos at various times of day at the
Dowling Ave. exit and west to Lyndale (and beyond because of the backlog over 94). A separate
bike/ped lane is wise, I recommend continuing that across the bridge as well. And has there
been any thought into having a dedicated ped/bike path over I94 south of Dowling and north of
33rd?
Will the service road that runs off of 33rd Ave N. along the railroad tracks (Western side of
parcel 5) remain during and after Phase 1?
In the past it has been noted that the state is not looking to expand or re-construct the Dowling
Avenue bridge as part of the 94/252 project. However, the traffic here can get backed up, even
when it's not rush hour. What would happen during events? How seriously was expanding the
bridge considered? It would greatly enhance the experience of crossing 94 and re-connecting
the neighborhood.
My question is re: the service road that runs north along the western border of Parcel 5. Will it
remain open? We currently use that road to enter Parcel 4 to get to the North Star Community
Rowing River Access which is an ADA-compliant walkway and dock at the shoreline on Parcel 4.
Will there be another access road nearer to Washington Ave (behind the buildings) away from
the river
What about parking for commercial vehicles for both music venue and light industrial
How will you assure that parking will be accessible for local residents in this area?
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Question: How can the public realm infrastructure project help to make
you feel comfortable, welcomed, and want to return to the Mississippi
River, future park and UHT site?
Focus Group 1 – Faith Leaders
 In Mexico, it is interesting to see opportunities to bring income and creative business
opportunities. Bike carriages, or other opportunities to take advantage of this development.
Need to engage north Minneapolis.
 I am worried about safety and traffic, as land uses change. I will avoid until the area is less
chaotic.
 Arrival at site via bike taxi and water taxi seen as an asset. Community-based businesses
focused on transportation are encouraged for this area.
 Encourage the connection to other major streets like Broadway and 26th to connect northsiders
to the UHT site.
Focus Group 2 – Intergenerational and Active Lifestyles
 Being at the center of it all - between North and Northeast; the water -- source for everything
around it
 Great lighting, especially at night
 Nature, nature, nature - not overloading it with man-made structures, climbable art
 A space that’s well-kept, regardless of who occupies it
 I want to feel like I’m in Wakanda
 Open spaces where people can run, play, yoga in the park
 Universal
 Middle of it all – see views of other side of river
 a space that’s well kept regardless of who occupies space
 The connection of the river; highlighting the natural spaces
 Reconnect to natural elements – dealing with traumas
 Want it to feel like Wakanda
 Interactive art – experiential with touch
 Open spaces to run, play
 Musical Pianos
 Technologically advance. environment friendly or aware pieces that teach us things about the
history.
 Bonfires (year-round use)
 Ice rink
 great lighting especially at night
 Ability to teach/ learn about the river
 Ways to make this for everyone
Focus Group 3 - Neighborhood Organizations
 The river is parkland in the rest of the city and here it neighbors the Hwy…Lowry and Dowling
are busy and constrained roadways – Dallas, Seattle, Portland have built caps --- I know it is a
huge cost but compare that cost to the long-term costs and impacts the highway has had on the
community. We need to have more community understanding that this is a possibility.
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It would be great to connect to the bicycle trails in N Mississippi Regional Park to the area. I ride
those trails all the time and it would provide easy access from not only N Mpls but also Brooklyn
Center.
I think it adds to the feeling of ownership if Northsiders don't have to use a car to access it. That
there is a walking/bike path that makes it so accessible, it is so close, so it feels more like it's in
your neighborhood if you can access it without a car.
It should be easiest to get to the site from the community, not from outside the community.
Has anyone talked to Nice Ride or someone similar to see about a bicycle fleet for use on site /
around site?
Youth group to focus on how they would feel space is comfortable at UHT. Will help coordinate
– Alexander to follow up. Other neighborhood orgs would like to participate and help in this
effort.
Extension to West River Parkway; connectivity from further points of the city. Incorporate into
Grand Rounds.
A connection of crossing from residential to recreational areas of North Minneapolis and the
river.

The neighborhood groups would like to create a youth-focused group to get input about what and how
they would feel safe/welcomed while going to, spending time and recreating at Upper Harbor and the
future park. Individuals in this group also expressed interest in touring the site in person once that
option becomes available. Follow-up coordination is being initiated by JXTA and City of Minneapolis
Staff.











Focus Group 4 – Business Owners
North end eventually connect to North Regional Mississippi Park – MPRB need
access/acquisition. Long term- vision.
Kayak/canoe options? <MPRB working on this>
Spot to sit if I’m waiting for train to go by at 33rd
Access (Park) connection between businesses – Vegas block not as close as you think.
Pavilions for eating at lunch
South suburbs, but come in for destinations; farmer’s market opportunities?
The park itself may offer opportunities for local businesses to have employee-centered events
I see an opportunity to enhance the feel of the site by showcasing the vantage point of the city
and river – beautiful vista – opportunity to celebrate this area.

Open House #1 – Community-at-Large





Is this project large enough to contain a community garden?
Will there be things like small parks for kids or skate features like at Juxta?
Will there be public restrooms in the park and near the housing? No purchases required?
Is it possible to add a greenhouse feature, similar to what used to be at the walker?

Community Survey


Separate paths for walking and biking. Don’t like getting run down by aggressive bikers. Lighting.
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Well lit pathways
Good lighting, places to sit, parking, bike paths, trees, landscaping, bike parking, trash and
recycling bins, green stormwater infrastructure, ADA accesible features.
Prefer the Commercial context approach.
Mural over Dowling entrance showing all ethnics and ages interacting in positive ways that could
happen in the UHT ( talking, kids playing, walking and biking, eating, watching music or
performance, etc). Plenty of seating for those who can't stand long. Room for festivals which
could be set up to attract intermixing of various ethnics and cultures and even religions.
It must not become gentrified- that is the main way to ensure comfortability and welcome. If it is
full of expensive shops and wealthy people, it has just become another project of white
supremacy hurting the northside. Obviously public transit and sidewalks are important, but
safety, livability, and access are much more impacted by rent control redistribution of power.
The above Residential Context proposal is perfect!
Landscaping, walkability and good signage will help the most to make me feel comfortable and
welcomed.
Multiples access points with multiple paths (just bike, combined, just walk)
Street facing retail and public access to the river
Native Dakota culture; I.e., Coldwater Springs, Former Bureau Of Mines reclamation project!
Prioritization of pedestrian and bicycle facilities
Provide more access from North Minneapolis to UHT and the river. I-94 currently is a huge barrier
for me to access the river from Williard.
The site is not suitable for public use because of the toxic air emissions emitted from GAF half the
year.
By including all of the commercial & residential context listed above.
Consistently clean, well lit at night, pedestrian scale buildings, streetscape amenities like public
art and artful trash cans, benches, etc. Narrower streets for safer ped crossings. TREES and
greenery. Pavered streets or sections at least?
Better inclusivity representing native Americans and LGBTQ references.
Make the space most accessible to the existing community, not just to people from outside the
community coming for a concert. How about a building with multiple spaces for Black-owned
restaurants and bars. It could be accessed from inside for year-round use, e.g. The Source in
Denver
Strongly prefer the bikeway and walkways to have physical barrier and separation from car traffic
due to the reckless and scary driving you see on the northside (like these! in Residential context
#1,#3,#8,#9, #10) . Like the idea of pedestrian scale lighting to bring focus to the
walking/promenade aspects of the redevelopment and for safety/crime deterrence after dark.
Like to see green stormwater infrastructure incorporated into the re-development due to the
industrial nature of this area and resulting pollution to the Mississippi due to the land use
adjacent to the river. Also public realm elements: 12, 3, and 10 (see Public Realm Infrastructure
Concepts)
Quiet. Slow/no traffic. Clean. Easy. Simple. Pedestrian focused. Front porches. native/natural
landscaping.
Public Art! Human-scale design! Design for humans, not cars.
Street cameras for safety
There should be a strong plan to make it accessible to northsiders. Including free or low cost
parking and and emphasis on metro transit.
Abundant parkland on the river
Eliminate the on-street parking. Focus on biking, walking, and transit. Have a greenway closed
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to cars. Have plentiful benches
clear, easy to read direction on parking, driving, bikes, peds, etc. enough space for all. well
tended plantings.
To be honest I'm very skeptical about this whole project and do not feel comfortable with the
plans as is. I think instead of affordable housing it should be low income .
Connect bikeways. The parkway must be accessible from the Grand Round trails from the north,
the River Parkway + 26th Avenue lookout from the south, and redesigned and family-friendly
bike routes from the west on Lowry and Dowling (connecting to Theodore Wirth).
The site must be accessible by walking. People in Hawthorne and McKinley need to be able to
quickly and safely access the site, having priority over all car traffic in the area.
Transit needs to be frequent and reliable, with safe wait areas that are comfortable for people of
all ages, sizes, and abilities. People in Cleveland, Victory, Jordan, Shingle Creek, Lind-Bohanon,
and Near North must be able to access it by bus more quickly than they can by rideshare/car.
Ban cars. Cars are genuinely awful, awful things. They smell, they are noisy as hell, they murder
people all the time. I want a park at which children can run free—and their parents can let
them—without worrying that some jerk in a 2-ton, 8'-tall pickup truck is going to smash them to
bits.
Make the lighting person-level, and pay attention to the quality of light. We can use fancy LEDs
now, that shift to yellower and redder nights at light, so that peoples' and animals' night-vision
isn't destroyed.
Pay attention to sound. I know you won't ban cars, so find ways to make it so that their presence
isn't the grating, noisy horror it usually is. Whether that's different kinds of pavement, physical
infrastructure preventing them from going over 10mph, etc."
A place to walk, bike, meditate down by Old Man River
I don't own a car. I would feel welcomed if there was abundant walking, biking and transit access
to the site.
multi lingual/universal design signage
bikeways, sidewalks, benches, trees and landscaping (a sign that space is for slower moving
people, not cars), recycling bins, spaces not being heavily policed
I would like to feel safer bicycling along Dowling Ave. but part of the fear is because northside
residents do not see a lot of bikers on Dowling, despite the fact that there is a bike lane.
Create a safe useable destination
Make it comfortable for ALL
protected bike path, good lighting, benches or tables
Public displays of wide open parking spaces for mobility assisted individuals & easy accessibility
for wheelchairs to enter buildings at ease
94 is a barrier that will separate the northside from the riverfront. You have to have multiple
accesses points to connect the Northside community to site.
Parking
The greenery and the art are important to liven up the infrastructure and provide wayfinding. I
like the idea of the parklet too. If people are walking to the river, there is a place to take a break
or observe the riverfront from the hill by Dowling.
clear directional signage; trees and landscaping; public art; consistent maintenance of all
infrastructure
#9 is a very important factor in my opinion. This site and approaches to it are void of trees and
shade. I've walked to the site from the west on Dowling and it's a nasty, loud, dirty experience.
People feeling safe is going to be key, it's a known location for aggressive driving (because of
bottlenecks and general a**holeness). As it is now I would never walk with children or elderly 36 | P a g e



























or out-town-visitors at this site. It's embarrassing. The Dowling Avenue exit as it currently exists is
an entry to lower standards that's been supported through non action by the region and city.
Please think beyond the area to the east and immediate west of Dowling in this project, we need
help further to the west.
good lighting- I love how the lowry and the 35w are lit up with special lighting-more of that could
be cool. Crime prevention will also be important-intentional design that mitigates opportunities
for crime
disconnection from vehicles, gathering places
Greenspace and lighting
not to charge for parking
I like it when places feel safe but also have beautiful spaces and trails. Good lighting, areas for
walking that are a little more in the open vs right by places where people might be hiding in the
bushes, etc. However, I also love walking on trails in the trees and landscaping too. I just like to
feel like someone isn't going to jump out from a hiding spot and attack me. I like having the bike
and walkways separate with directionals. I like having trail/you are here maps, etc or maps that
help me know where I am and where I am going. I have enjoyed in some places where there are
emergency phones you can use to contact help if needed. Some of the best riverwalks I have
seen are in Chicago and San Antonio Texas.
Streets, bikeways and sidewalks should be bordered by trees and plantings and have clear
signage. Blighted industrial fixtures and relics (domes, old conveyors, etc.) should be removed.
Clear well lighted pathways - with "eyes on the street" from affordable housing adjacent
Private vehicle access and parking.
Well lit at night and lots of safety features ... maybe emergency call boxes in the event of assault.
I think it is important to have sidewalks and bike paths that are safe from traffic and accessible to
all.
Some free parking, public art opportunities, bike and walking paths, garbage and recycling,
gardens.
Music, farmer market, water feature, shelter cover, disabled Able,
NO beige - get into some bright colors and patterns. Work here should be beautiful and tell the
history of Black, Indigenous, and other POC voices in the region.
By ensuring the integrity of the river is prioritized and environmental impacts are thoroughly
studied. By naming and developing plans to address the ongoing gentrification in north mpls and
include stop gaps to prevent this location from becoming an extension of north loop (a highly
inaccessible area financially and culturally).
It will help Northside residents bike and walk and feel welcome to come to the site if there are
pathways from across the bridge to the river from North.
Safety first, so whatever will draw a lot of peaceful people, good lighting, good site lines.
Save and easy
Safe bike pathways separate from cars
I regularly visit the North Mississippi Regional Park. It would be great if these two could connect
at 41st N and Washington Ave
wide sidewalks away from the road/enough space to feel safe from cars. Wide dedicated
bikepaths. Pedestrian scale everything.
Walkable, well lighted paths and amenities.
Bike paths and appropriate lighting
Do not clutter the area, keep industry low and commit to keeping the development up and clean.
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A public transit hub.
Addressing the congestion already present on the Dowling Bridge and at the Lyndale/Dowling
intersection.
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Additional resources
Community members supplied resources for additional information on the UHT site and surrounding
neighborhood.
FMR Site photos
https://www.flickr.com/photos/friendsmissriv/albums/72157700755740874
Minnesota Center for Environmental Advocacy
https://mncenter.salsalabs.org/studyuhtfirst/index
Webber Camden History Club
Historical photos/documents of the area
Thinking Like a Mountain – [several books with this title] participant did not provide author
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Focus Group Presentation
Appendix 2: Open House Presentation
Appendix 3: UHT Public Realm Infrastructure Survey
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Focus Group Presentation
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Open House Presentation
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UHT Public Realm Infrastructure Survey

UHT Public Realm Infrastructure Survey
Q1 What mode of travel would you like to use to access the MississippiRiver and a re-envisioned Upper
Harbor Terminal site? (Select all that apply)
Answered: 98

Skipped: 2
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Other (please
specify)
0%

ANSWER CHOICES
Walk
Bike
Roll
Drive
Transit
Other (please specify)
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RESPONSES
55.10%

54

69.39%

68

10.20%

10

57.14%
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27.55%

27

13.27%

13

Total Respondents: 98
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UHT Public Realm Infrastructure Survey
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Was

2/5/2021 11:25 AM

2

Trolley Cars for Seniors

2/5/2021 10:52 AM

3

The proposal for the UHT is TOTALLY INADEQUATE due to the conflict of interest in gettingus here and the
limited space available for parking if a music venue is added. Our proposal would not require this
additional access.

2/4/2021 10:51 PM

4

Lyft, or how about a ferry or pedestrian bridge?

2/4/2021 2:33 PM

5

n/a

2/2/2021 10:18 AM

6

Please make the UHT extremely hostile to cars, and extremely accessible bytransit/walk/bike/roll. I mean
genuinely ban cars.

2/2/2021 8:56 AM

7

Boat, perhaps if you provide Docks & a marina

2/1/2021 10:28 AM

8

BOAT...R I V E R!

2/1/2021 10:02 AM

9

A park & walk feature - safe and available parking to the west of I94. I don't and won't roll orbike there
but as it's being planned with limited parking, it would be helpful to have nearby parking for those who
can walk to use.

1/26/2021 6:13 PM

10

Boat launch-would be nice to make this a place where folks can take a boat ride up and downthe river.

1/26/2021 5:46 PM

11

boat

1/26/2021 1:21 PM

12

I would like to have the option to get there by car and park to visit but not necessarily makeuse of the
space with my car

1/26/2021 10:05 AM

13

M

1/24/2021 9:39 AM
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Q2 What roads would you like to use to access the Mississippi River andre-envisioned UHT site? (Select all that
apply)
Answered: 96

Skipped: 4
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North

Other (please
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ANSWER CHOICES
33rd Avenue North
Washington Avenue North
Dowling Avenue North
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39.58%

38

60.42%
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60.42%

58

12.50%

12

Total Respondents: 96
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UHT Public Realm Infrastructure Survey
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

A road right through the tire burning scrap metal plant.

2/5/2021 10:32 AM

2

Ecoduct/foot bridge over the highway to connect North Mpls to the river

2/2/2021 11:55 AM

3

Would love a bridge for bikers and walkers across the river to the parkway

2/2/2021 11:44 AM

4

n/a

2/2/2021 10:18 AM

5

Lowry

2/1/2021 12:05 PM

6

Lyndale ave North to Washington

2/1/2021 10:28 AM

7

west river road

2/1/2021 10:22 AM

8

RIVER

2/1/2021 10:02 AM

9

the river

1/26/2021 1:21 PM

10

Plymouth ave north

1/22/2021 3:57 PM

11

Lowry Ave N from the Northside a walking path would be helpful so actual north Minneapolisresidents can
benefit from this in some sort of way.

1/21/2021 8:14 PM

12

Lowry Bridge

1/14/2021 6:51 PM
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Q3 Based on the themes identified below, please select the themes andstories that are important to you and your
community? (Select all that apply)
Answered: 91

Skipped: 9

Environmental justice
work…

Settlement history of
the Northside…

Food sovereignty ...

Histories of ecological
harm

Aerosol artists' mark on
the UHT…
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ANSWER CHOICES
Environmental justice work and vision
Settlement history of the Northside
Food sovereignty in Black, Native and POC communities
Histories of ecological harm and disconnection from this place
Aerosol artists' mark on the Upper Harbor Terminal site and their role imagining a future park
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RESPONSES
65.93%
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51.65%

47

57.14%
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30.77%

28

Total Respondents: 91
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UHT Public Realm Infrastructure Survey

Q4 Are there other themes or stories you think are important to the Northside?
Answered: 36

Skipped: 64
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#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Forecasting potential damage wrought by climate change in terms of erosion of the shoreline.

2/5/2021 1:53 PM

2

The lumber milling industry along the river which was the biggest in the world. Also, how various ethnics
learned to work, live and play together for a century. Fact northside was alwaysconsidered the lowest class
area of the city but almost everyone succeeded.

2/5/2021 12:55 PM

3

redlining, racism, and resilience

2/5/2021 12:47 PM

4

Perhaps will be included in settlement history but connection of settlement to industrialdevelopment

2/5/2021 10:51 AM

5

This UHT project is disconnected from the Northside because we chose to run 94 through thiscommunity.

2/5/2021 10:43 AM

6

Original Dakota property!

2/5/2021 10:36 AM

7

Recognize the Upper Harbor area's "Underground" Music Scene - The area between the highway and the
river has been home to marginalized underground art, dance, and music for decades. House (originating in
Chicago) and Techno (originating Detroit) are two Afro Futurist Black-led electronic music genres that have
given rise to a Minneapolis underground dance culture rooted in north Minneapolis, between the highway
and the river. Techno Godfather of Afro Futurism, Jeff Mills, played right here in north Minneapolis as well as
up & coming local Black techno artists Lonefront. DVS1, who has had residencies at world-renowned techno
clubBerghain and was on the cover of international DJ Mag Dec. 2019, has called north Minneapolis home to
his studio and warehouse. Countless raves and after hour events have taken place along this underground
strip putting Minneapolis on the map for having underground scenes comparable to cities much larger than
its size.

2/5/2021 5:45 AM

8

Minnesota farm history

2/5/2021 5:06 AM

9

First the site has be be offered in a NEW RFP in order to see what's available that's better thanwhat's being
proposed.

2/4/2021 10:54 PM

10

Yes

2/4/2021 4:42 PM

11

pioneers

2/4/2021 2:34 PM

12

What was here in 1491

2/4/2021 2:27 PM

13

Redlining and racial discrimination in real estate.

2/4/2021 2:24 PM

14

History of the racist policies of Minneapolis such as "redlining" that have created egregiouswealth disparity and 2/2/2021 9:30 AM
other inequities borne soley by BIPOC

15

It's extremely important to note that this is stolen Dakota land. And the best way to note that isby sharing
power with Dakota and other indigenous groups, not (merely) by giving them a boulder that says "We honor
the Dakota, from whom we stole this land to gave to the Pohlads."

2/2/2021 9:00 AM

16

Minnesota's history supplying leaders for the Civil Rights movement, starting with Hubert Humphrey when he
was MInneapolis' mayor: his electrifying speech at the 1948 Democratic Convention, his partnership as
senator with MLK and LBJ in passing the Civil Rights Act in 1975. Also Roy Wilkins of St. Paul, head of the
NAACP at the time. White and Black workingtogether. Kids today need to hear this story.

2/1/2021 7:57 PM

17

The socio-politcal economic system that excludes Northside and all of Minneapolis from participation until it
is already sold to the richest developers. Offering us the chance to comment on how you want it to look
when you are not asking us if we want to give this land tothe wealthy is regressive.

2/1/2021 1:22 PM

18

Native American history on the river.

2/1/2021 11:35 AM

19

Accessibility & opportunities for Everyone.

2/1/2021 10:30 AM

20

THE R I VE R FOR ALL

2/1/2021 10:04 AM

21

Reclaiming history & heritage through Arts

2/1/2021 9:35 AM

22

The role of community coming together to overcome obstacles or rebuild - from the 2011

1/26/2021 10:42 PM
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tornado to COVID to individual personal challenges - the neighborhood comes together.
23

I think it's important to recognize the vibrancy and richness of the Northside community; past,present; future
possibilities.

1/26/2021 6:42 PM

24

The river is an international flyway and a internationally known river of lore. Incorporate thosefacts with our
immediate neighborhood and history - specifically the Native American history with the river.

1/26/2021 6:20 PM

25

the rivers history, the people, fish/wildlife

1/26/2021 1:24 PM

26

A lot of the themes you selected seem to have a real negative undertone, and granted there isa lot of sad
history there, perhaps the history with a way of incorporating hope or positivity about the future would be
nice. like inspirational poetry (I'm thinking about the poem the lady gave at the Biden inauguration for
example...it hits on the tragedies of the past but leave you feeling so good about what we can do to make
things better and leaves you wanting to make the world better)

1/26/2021 10:14 AM

27

Access to RIVER - keep the natural area right next to the river OPEN TO EVERYONE

1/25/2021 1:31 PM

28

I would like some art that is about nature and the river.

1/22/2021 8:32 PM

29

The history of Plymouth ave north when the 1960 decline and riots1968

1/22/2021 4:06 PM

30

Specific family narratives. Concentrate on the PEOPLE of the Northside - their beauty,perseverance, and
strength!

1/22/2021 9:17 AM

31

Yes, it is important to include North Minneapolis residents in the planning. There have been several attempts
but not much follow through on inclusion. It seems they are trying to pleaseFortune 500 companies more
than the local residents of the North side. Gentrification at its finest!

1/21/2021 8:18 PM

32

Jewish history of the Northside.

1/21/2021 7:22 PM

33

Positive and futuristic. The Northside can change a lot in the next 10-30 years. Me mustrealize that all
cultures must feel invited

1/21/2021 3:21 PM

34

History of Black Population and disparities

1/20/2021 4:13 PM

35

Early history of the harbor and the recent immigrants and there descendants who worked thereand lived in N.
MPLS in the late 19th & early 20th centuries,

1/16/2021 6:33 PM

36

Building economic wealth for marginalized, POC communities, entrepreneurship

1/14/2021 6:57 PM
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Q5 Examples of public art incorporated into the public realm are shown below. Please click on one example of
public art you would like to see incorporated into the project
Answered: 55

Skipped: 45
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Q6 In addition to the Public Art option you selected above, are there other examples or ideas for public art you would
like to see incorporated into theproject?
Answered: 42

Skipped: 58
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#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Free-standing statues by local artists, creative playground equipment and benches, murals, interactive art
(that you could climb on), sponsored pavers (purchase a paver and have yourname engraved on it).

2/5/2021 2:19 PM

2

A miniature model of the city and where you are

2/5/2021 1:57 PM

3

Perhaps a labyrinth............Give that acid etched concrete a job to do.

2/5/2021 1:53 PM

4

graffitti wall

2/5/2021 1:27 PM

5

Depiction of the lumber milling industry which is the only really historic aspect of the upperriver. It was the
biggest lumbering mill district in world for about 35 years

2/5/2021 12:55 PM

6

all art should be from BIPOC northsiders. most of the art you show above is background art,not actually
centering the art. there needs to be input from the Black and Indigenous community before you do
anything.

2/5/2021 12:47 PM

7

Sculptures from local artisans...including children from local schools.

2/5/2021 10:54 AM

8

Sculpture commissioned from local artists

2/5/2021 10:52 AM

9

defining monumental structure e.g. globe at sheridan memorial

2/5/2021 10:38 AM

10

Natural river environment only

2/5/2021 10:36 AM

11

I would like work from the kids at Juxta to be incorporated.

2/5/2021 10:25 AM

12

Turntable sculpture to honor north Minneapolis reputation as being the home to undergrounddance
music...Honor the Midwest Black Artists that created the music we know today as house and techno.
House was created by Frankie Knuckles in Chicago and Techno was created by the Belleville 3 in Detroit The
areas connection to this music should not be lost.

2/5/2021 5:45 AM

13

local artist

2/5/2021 5:06 AM

14

Yes, there should be pictures developed to put in the jail cells that should be occupied by the Pohlad and
Frank families that their co-conspirators that stole the land from me and my NorthMinneapolis neighbors.

2/4/2021 10:54 PM

15

Sculptural

2/4/2021 3:06 PM

16

Sculptures and murals by Northside artists. How about art as infrastructure, e.g. murals onwalkways and
roadways, custom designed light poles, etc

2/4/2021 2:38 PM

17

Art that creates spaces for people to experience events and each other

2/4/2021 2:24 PM

18

I'd like to see a commitment to public restrooms in the park as well as no anti-homelessnessarchitecture.

2/2/2021 2:02 PM

19

Black artists only who are paid ×5 the amount another artist would be

2/2/2021 9:36 AM

20

I would like (1) a rotating art installation that artists can take turns utilizing; and (2) a public art installation that
allows anybody to utilize, even at risk that someone will grafitti something icky.

2/2/2021 9:00 AM

21

As in earlier comment, something that reminds us that progress in defeating racism requiresworking
together.

2/1/2021 7:57 PM

22

Artwork that incorporates sound and light. This helps in the winter when daylight is minimal.

2/1/2021 4:48 PM

23

BIPOC lead, fabricated and executed

2/1/2021 1:22 PM

24

Garden with native ornamental grass(little bluestem would be perfect!) with huge flat rocks in the center to
sit on with a taller sculpture of a Native American figure. Not contemporary style.The examples above in #5
are mostly flat.

2/1/2021 11:35 AM

25

artistic bicycle racks

2/1/2021 10:07 AM

26

sculpture

2/1/2021 10:03 AM

27

Storm water drains, artistically placed, all around necessary areas of UHT

2/1/2021 9:35 AM

28

A nod to the domes and other industrial structures - even if some go away, they add to the

1/26/2021 10:42 PM
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gritty energy of the area. Is there a way to relate them to other past settlement in the area?
29

Sculpture; water feature

1/26/2021 6:42 PM

30

native grasses and plants, flower gardens and sculptures, space to rent out for events, a art greenhouse.
Something that puts this space on the map nationally-there are so many arts projects that are nice but don't
draw a national audience-would be good to work with not only local but a national group that could help to
inspire something that can make this a destinationplace that the community is proud of

1/26/2021 5:53 PM

31

Bike infrastructure

1/26/2021 5:47 PM

32

do a contest open to the public. a good way to get the community involved if promotedcorrectly

1/26/2021 1:24 PM

33

use of plants (trees, etc.) to create beauty, maybe murals or some sculptures

1/26/2021 10:14 AM

34

Environmental education and river history stations along the river walking trails

1/25/2021 1:39 PM

35

Mix art with purpose - tell the story of water - share important narratives of Native people

1/25/2021 1:31 PM

36

Installation by POC artist

1/24/2021 7:32 PM

37

The mural on the Northside off Broadway. Murals would be great.

1/22/2021 8:32 PM

38

Eatable garden beds, Native plants, no pesticides, water features

1/22/2021 4:06 PM

39

There are so many opportunities for artists, such. as graffiti/aerosol work, large-scalesculpture, lighting
design, and wayfinding.

1/22/2021 9:17 AM

40

Local graffiti artists

1/21/2021 8:18 PM

41

stained glass and music

1/20/2021 4:13 PM

42

Involving Juxtaposition Arts for projects for the youth of the North Side, native installations of plants and
their uses in native cultures, perhaps with some ability for this community to harvest and demonstrate
traditional uses and methods. Social justice pieces, murals, etc, by black artists,

1/14/2021 6:57 PM
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Q7 How can the public realm infrastructure project help to make you feel comfortable, welcomed, and want to
return to the Mississippi River, futurepark and UHT site?
Answered: 68

Skipped: 32
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#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Good lighting, food and retail that caters to a range of cultural groups, small businesses, spaces for cultural
activities planned for and by the community, safe access to the river, ability to travel to and from the area by
transit and/or bike (not a bunch of sprawling surface lots).

2/16/2021 12:12 PM

2

Separate paths for walking and biking. Don’t like getting run down by aggressive bikers.Lighting. Well lit
pathways.

2/5/2021 2:46 PM

3

Good lighting, places to sit, parking, bike paths, trees, landscaping, bike parking, trash and recycling bins, green
stormwater infrastructure, ADA accesible features.

2/5/2021 2:23 PM

4

Prefer the Commercial context approach.

2/5/2021 2:06 PM

5

Mural over Dowling entrance showing all ethnics and ages interacting in positive ways that could happen in
the UHT ( talking, kids playing, walking and biking, eating, watching music orperformance, etc). Plenty of
seating for those who can't stand long. Room for festivals which could be set up to attract intermixing of
various ethnics and cultures and even religions.

2/5/2021 12:55 PM

6

It must not become gentrified- that is the main way to ensure comfortability and welcome. If itis full of
expensive shops and wealthy people, it has just become another project of white supremacy hurting the
northside. Obviously public transit and sidewalks are important, but safety, livability, and access are much
more impacted by rent control redistribution of power.

2/5/2021 12:53 PM

7

The above Residential Context proposal is perfect!

2/5/2021 10:56 AM

8

Landscaping, walkability and good signage will help the most to make me feel comfortable andwelcomed.

2/5/2021 10:55 AM

9

Multiples access points with multiple paths (just bike, combined, just walk)

2/5/2021 10:53 AM

10

Street facing retail and public access to the river

2/5/2021 10:46 AM

11

Native Dakota culture;I.e., Coldwater Springs, Former Bureau Of Mines reclamation project!

2/5/2021 10:42 AM

12

prioritization of pedestrian and bicycle facilities

2/5/2021 10:39 AM

13

public boat launch

2/5/2021 5:09 AM

14

Provide more access from North Minneapolis to UHT and the river. I-94 currently is a hugebarrier for me to
access the river from Williard.

2/5/2021 3:28 AM

15

The site is not suitable for public use because of the toxic air emissions emitted from GAF halfthe year.

2/4/2021 10:56 PM

16

By including all of the commercial & residential context listed above.

2/4/2021 5:00 PM

17

Consistently clean, well lit at night, pedestrian scale buildings, streetscape amenities like public art and
artful trash cans, benches, etc. Narrower streets for safer ped crossings. TREES and greenery. Pavered
streets or sections at least?

2/4/2021 3:16 PM

18

Better inclusivity representing native Americans and LGBTQ references.

2/4/2021 3:10 PM

19

Make the space most accessible to the existing community, not just to people from outsidethe community
coming for a concert. How about a building with multiple spaces for Black- owned restaurants and bars. It
could be accessed from inside for year-round use, e.g. The Source in Denver

2/4/2021 2:44 PM

20

Strongly prefer the bikeway and walkways to have physical barrier and separation from car traffic due to the
reckless and scary driving you see on the northside (like these! in Residentialcontext #1,#3,#8,#9, #10) . Like
the idea of pedestrian scale lighting to bring focus to the walking/promenade aspects of the redevelopment
and for safety/crime deterrence after dark. Like to see green stormwater infrastructure incorporated into the
re-development due to the industrial nature of this area and resulting pollution to the Mississippi due to the
land use adjacent to the river.

2/4/2021 2:37 PM

21

12, 3, 10

2/4/2021 2:35 PM

22

Quiet. Slow/no traffic. Clean. Easy. Simple. Pedestrian focused. Front porches. native/naturallandscaping.

2/4/2021 2:32 PM
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23

Public Art! Human-scale design! Design for humans, not cars.

2/4/2021 2:25 PM

24

Street cameras for safety

2/4/2021 2:21 PM

25

There should be a strong plan to make it accessible to northsiders. Including free or low costparking and and
emphasis on metro transit.

2/2/2021 2:02 PM

26

Abundant parkland on the river

2/2/2021 12:03 PM

27

Eliminate the on-street parking. Focus on biking, walking, and transit. Have a greenway closedto cars. Have
plentiful benches

2/2/2021 11:46 AM

28

clear, easy to read direction on parking, driving, bikes, peds, etc. enough space for all. welltended plantings.

2/2/2021 11:06 AM

29

To be honest I'm very skeptical about this whole project and do not feel comfortable with theplans as is. I think 2/2/2021 9:38 AM
instead of affordable housing it should be low income .

30

1. Connect bikeways. The parkway must be accessible from the Grand Round trails from the north, the River
Parkway + 26th Avenue lookout from the south, and redesigned and family- friendly bike routes from the
west on Lowry and Dowling (connecting to Theodore Wirth). 2. Thesite must be accessible by walking. People
in Hawthorne and McKinley need to be able to quickly and safely access the site, having priority over all car
traffic in the area. 3. Transit needs to be frequent and reliable, with safe wait areas that are comfortable for
people of all ages, sizes, and abilities. People in Cleveland, Victory, Jordan, Shingle Creek, Lind-Bohanon, and
Near North must be able to access it by bus more quickly than they can by rideshare/car.
4. Ban cars. Cars are genuinely awful, awful things. They smell, they are noisy as hell, they murder people all
the time. I want a park at which children can run free—and their parents canlet them—without worrying
that some jerk in a 2-ton, 8'-tall pickup truck is going to smash them to bits. 5. Make the lighting personlevel, and pay attention to the quality of light. We canuse fancy LEDs now, that shift to yellower and redder
nights at light, so that peoples' and animals' night-vision isn't destroyed. 6. Pay attention to sound. I know
you won't ban cars, so find ways to make it so that their presence isn't the grating, noisy horror it usually is.
Whether that's different kinds of pavement, physical infrastructure preventing them from going over
10mph, etc.

2/2/2021 9:09 AM

31

A place to walk, bike, meditate down by Old Man River

2/1/2021 8:00 PM

32

I don't own a car. I would feel welcomed if there was abundant walking, biking and transitaccess to the site.

2/1/2021 4:50 PM

33

multi lingual/universal design signage

2/1/2021 1:24 PM

34

bikeways, sidewalks, benches, trees and landscaping (a sign that space is for slower movingpeople, not cars),
recycling bins, spaces not being heavily policed

2/1/2021 12:22 PM

35

I would like to feel safer bicycling along Dowling Ave. but part of the fear is because northsideresidents do not
see a lot of bikers on Dowling, despite the fact that there is a bike lane.

2/1/2021 11:39 AM

36

Create a safe useable destination

2/1/2021 10:32 AM

37

Make it comfortable for ALL

2/1/2021 10:08 AM

38

protected bike path, good lighting, benches or tables

2/1/2021 10:05 AM

39

Public displays of wide open parking spaces for mobility assisted individuals & easyaccessibility for
wheelchairs to enter buildings at ease

2/1/2021 9:48 AM

40

94 is a barrier that will separate the northside from the riverfront. You have to have multipleaccesses points to
connect the Northside community to site.

1/27/2021 10:27 PM

41

Parking

1/27/2021 4:30 AM

42

The greenery and the art are important to liven up the infrastructure and provide wayfinding. Ilike the idea
of the parklet too. If people are walking to the river, there is a place to take a break or observe the
riverfront from the hill by Dowling.

1/26/2021 10:53 PM

43

clear directional signage; trees and landscaping; public art; consistent maintenance of allinfrastructure

1/26/2021 6:46 PM

44

#9 is a very important factor in my opinion. This site and approaches to it are void of trees and

1/26/2021 6:32 PM
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shade. I've walked to the site from the west on Dowling and it's a nasty, loud, dirty experience.People feeling
safe is going to be key, it's a known location for aggressive driving (because of bottlenecks and general
a**holeness). As it is now I would never walk with children or elderly -or out-town-visitors at this site. It's
embarrassing. The Dowling Avenue exit as it currently exists is an entry to lower standards that's been
supported through non action by the region and city. Please think beyond the area to the east and
immediate west of Dowling in this project, we need help further to the west.
45

good lighting- I love how the lowry and the 35w are lit up with special lighting-more of that couldbe cool.
Crime prevention will also be important-intentional design that mitigates opportunities for crime

1/26/2021 5:56 PM

46

disconnection from vehicles, gathering places

1/26/2021 5:49 PM

47

Greenspace and lighting

1/26/2021 5:48 PM

48

not to charge for parking

1/26/2021 1:26 PM

49

I like it when places feel safe but also have beautiful spaces and trails. Good lighting, areas for walking that
are a little more in the open vs right by places where people might be hiding in the bushes, etc. However, I
also love walking on trails in the trees and landscaping too. I just like to feel like someone isn't going to jump
out from a hiding spot and attack me. I like having the bike and walkways separate with directionals. I like
having trail/you are here maps, etc or maps that help me know where I am and where I am going. I have
enjoyed in some places where there are emergency phones you can use to contact help if needed. Some of
the best riverwalks I have seen are in Chicago and San Antonio Texas.

1/26/2021 10:29 AM

50

Streets, bikeways and sidewalks should be bordered by trees and plantings and have clearsignage. Blighted
industrial fixtures and relics (domes, old conveyors, etc.) should be removed.

1/25/2021 1:45 PM

51

Clear well lighted pathways - with "eyes on the street" from affordable housing adjacent

1/25/2021 1:33 PM

52

Private vehicle access and parking.

1/24/2021 7:16 PM

53

Well lit at night and lots of safety features ... maybe emergency call boxes in the event ofassault.

1/24/2021 4:10 PM

54

I think it is important to have sidewalks and bike paths that are safe from traffic andaccessible to all.

1/23/2021 3:57 PM

55

Some free parking, public art opportunities, bike and walking paths, garbage and recycling,gardens.

1/22/2021 8:34 PM

56

Music, farmer market, water feature, shelter cover, disabled Able,

1/22/2021 4:14 PM

57

NO beige - get into some bright colors and patterns. Work here should be beautiful and tell thehistory of Black,
Indigenous, and other POC voices in the region.

1/22/2021 9:20 AM

58

By ensuring the integrity of the river is prioritized and environmental impacts are thoroughly studied. By
naming and developing plans to address the ongoing gentrification in north mplsand include stop gaps to
prevent this location from becoming an extension of north loop (a highly inaccessible area financially and
culturally).

1/22/2021 6:00 AM

59

It will help Northside residents bike and walk and feel welcome to come to the site if there arepathways from
across the bridge to the river from North.

1/21/2021 8:21 PM

60

Safety first, so whatever will draw a lot of peaceful people, good lighting, good site lines.

1/21/2021 4:32 PM

61

Save and easy

1/21/2021 3:22 PM

62

Safe bike pathways separate from cars

1/20/2021 9:20 PM

63

I regularly visit the North Mississippi Regional Park. It would be great if these two couldconnect at 41st N
and Washington Ave

1/20/2021 4:16 PM

64

wide sidewalks away from the road/enough space to feel safe from cars. Wide dedicatedbikepaths.
Pedestrian scale everything.

1/17/2021 2:58 PM

65

Walkable, well lighted paths and amenities.

1/16/2021 6:35 PM
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66

Bike paths and appropriate lighting

1/16/2021 4:05 PM

67

Do not clutter the area, keep industry low and commit to keeping the development up andclean.

1/16/2021 1:28 PM

68

A public transit hub. Addressing the congestion already present on the Dowling Bridge and atthe
Lyndale/Dowling intersection.

1/14/2021 7:01 PM
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Q8 Do you have any suggestions for improving access to the Mississippi River and UHT site?
Answered: 52

Skipped: 48
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#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Cap the highway and connect the Northside back to the river.

2/16/2021 12:12 PM

2

Place signs on Washington Ave. and other nearby streets indicating that there is a parknearby, with arrows
to show how to get there.

2/5/2021 2:23 PM

3

New bridge across 94 at Dowling incorporating inviting access for all modes. It isn't even goodfor cars now,
much less walking or bikes. Vastly better bus service from all over north side.
Areas for boats to dock.

2/5/2021 12:55 PM

4

connect it to bike trails so people do not have to use the road, include a warming center forpeople during the
winters

2/5/2021 12:53 PM

5

I'm sure handicap accessible is incorporated in the plan...but just checking!

2/5/2021 10:56 AM

6

There are no good transit options to get here. There are not nearby bike lanes. People will haveto drive and
not everyone does in this city.

2/5/2021 10:46 AM

7

Gravel road

2/5/2021 10:42 AM

8

Land Bridge or Ped Bridge over I-94 from Cityview School properrty.

2/5/2021 5:46 AM

9

public boat launch

2/5/2021 5:09 AM

10

We would open the lock so N. Mpls. boaters can go have lunch in Hastings. Products (crops)can be delivered
by barge from S. Minn.

2/4/2021 10:56 PM

11

Not at this time.

2/4/2021 5:00 PM

12

River access- like the original harbor design, opportunities for food tucks that don't just appearin a nearby
parking areas or not at all - and picnic or game tables for summer recreation.

2/4/2021 3:10 PM

13

We should be asking the Biden administration for EDA ans DOT funding for infrastructure andfor a trolleytype circulator that would run from downtown to UHT and through North Minneapolis. It is not realistic to
expect lower income folks to all walk, bike, or Uber. There needs to be affordable easy access via dedicated
public transit that serves North Minneapolis

2/4/2021 2:44 PM

14

What about traffic control measures at intersections? Automobile accidents betweencars/pedestrians/bicycles
are sadly common on the northside.

2/4/2021 2:37 PM

15

Don't put a bike/walk paved trail/infrastructure right next to the river. Back off. Allow people toaccess the river
on foot, on grass.

2/4/2021 2:32 PM

16

The primary thing I want to see is a mix of market priced housing, small commercial space, and rentcontrolled or public housing. There is tremendous opportunity there for me to locate afuture business
location if this is the case.

2/4/2021 2:31 PM

17

NA

2/4/2021 2:25 PM

18

A multi-family public housing complex that is municipally rooted, mixed income, multiracial,sustainable, and
attractively designed, available to all.

2/3/2021 3:42 PM

19

No music venue. It would generate too much traffic, people congestion, and parking
requirements during summer performances, reducing access by the community.

2/2/2021 12:03 PM

20

Every time you think you absolutely *must* include X parking or car lanes, immediately halve that number.
You will be fine! The less you have to make space for parking, the more room there is for walking, rolling,
and biking, and the more people can casually swing by on a bike trip. Also, make sure there is actually safe
bike storage! Don't put up those ridiculous bike- shaped bike racks, which barely a single bike can fit on. No
need to reinvent the wheel (parking)—the Dutch and Scandinavians have plenty of bike-friendly cities, with
bike-friendly storage solutions. Use those! Also, add bike storage that takes into account bikes of different
sizes. Place cargo-bike racks, or racks with space for trailers, near the bathrooms to that parents with kids
can roll up and have their kids get ready for the UHT, without having to walka million miles juggling three
kids, two bags, helmets, gear, etc. in order to use the bathroomsonly to trudge back minutes later.

2/2/2021 9:09 AM

21

Biking paths that connect with existing ones. I will probably bike there more often than drive ortake transit.
A shuttle bus to the green line LRT connecting with a station on Broadway if that is the route selected.
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2/1/2021 8:00 PM
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22

Currently there is very minimal transit access. Please work with Metro Transit to address thisbefore the project
moves forward.

2/1/2021 4:50 PM

23

bike repair stations, can we get something like free or progressive cost parking for registeredvehicles?

2/1/2021 1:24 PM

24

prioritize humans and all kinds of mobility, not just cars, get rid of industrial barriers to the river

2/1/2021 12:22 PM

25

Protected bike lane on Dowling.

2/1/2021 11:39 AM

26

Yes, I Would love to see a small boat marina, restaurants and bars

2/1/2021 10:32 AM

27

RE-OPEN THE ST. ANTHONY FALL LOCK!!! RE-OPEN THE ST. ANTHONY FALL LOCK!!!

2/1/2021 10:08 AM

28

FIX DOWLING!!!!!!!

2/1/2021 10:05 AM

29

Routine bus stops added to the metro transit route, that stops directly in front of the UHT.

2/1/2021 9:48 AM

30

The Dowling approach needs to be made more welcoming and needs to be wider for the safety of pedestrians
and cyclists (and better traffic management too). Right now it's a dismal way to get to the river, but there is a
great vista from the top of the hill. I would love to see a land bridge here to re-connect the neighborhood to
the river. It would also serve as a literal gateway to downtown from the north. There is often talk of how I-94
dissected the Rondo community in St. Paul, but didn't the same thing happen here in Minneapolis? A lot of
homes were destroyedto make the interstate. I hope the talks with MnDOT are fruitful and look forward to
hearing more about this in March.

1/26/2021 10:53 PM

31

Is there any way to build a bike and/or walking path from 42nd Avenue North to the site?

1/26/2021 6:46 PM

32

We need additional ways to access this site. As the plan now stands it's STILL going to be cut off from the
neighborhoods to the west. Pedestrian or land bridges to the north and south wouldbe welcome.

1/26/2021 6:32 PM

33

boat cruises

1/26/2021 5:56 PM

34

dowling and washington intersection can be very dicey to cross. signal timing that takes pedsand bikes into
account would be great.

1/26/2021 5:49 PM

35

make it friendly to evertone including the poor, lower income EVERYONE

1/26/2021 1:26 PM

36

I don't know

1/26/2021 10:29 AM

37

Have a trolley that moves along the railroad tracks from 33rd Ave N to Dowling.

1/25/2021 1:45 PM

38

Have pathways RIGHT NEXT TO THE RIVER - have spaces open up to the river - haveaffordable housing, and
mixed use commercial - low height of buildings

1/25/2021 1:33 PM

39

The 33rd Street acces will be the most critical design element. Design it extremely well!!

1/24/2021 7:16 PM

40

Keep buildings away from the riverbank.

1/24/2021 4:10 PM

41

Through bike paths.

1/22/2021 8:34 PM

42

Docks, seating and covered areas, bike and handicapped accessible, Herbs and eatablelandscape, Bus route,

1/22/2021 4:14 PM

43

I like the dedicated bike lanes and lots of street trees. Make this place reflect the vibrancy andlife of the
neighborhood. Needs multiple forms of access for all types of bodies.

1/22/2021 9:20 AM

44

It is extremely difficult to get across the area into north east, and with the train location there are many
times of day where there is restriction of movement and some congestion that leads to frustration. I would
like to see plans that take into account options like land bridges and other routes available in addition to
scaling the project to ensure we aren’t contending with tonsof outside traffic and parking ramps. I would also
like to see indigenous thought and planning be a part of this planning, and gather feedback on how this
project could repair past harms for the Black and Indigenous communities.

1/22/2021 6:00 AM

45

Yes, create raised bike/walk paths from maybe Broadway, Dowling, and Lowry.

1/21/2021 8:21 PM

46

Nope, you guys have down great!

1/21/2021 4:32 PM

47

33rd entry way should be open at the same time as downing

1/21/2021 3:22 PM
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48

Having boat access for canoes and kayaks

1/20/2021 9:20 PM

49

Handicap access is important. What about water access for boats, canoes etc

1/20/2021 4:16 PM

50

Make the Dowling overpass more attractive and pedestrian friendly

1/16/2021 6:35 PM

51

Do not have affordable housing. Do something that will continue to improve the area and notcreate an unsafe
unusable area

1/16/2021 1:28 PM

52

A separate bridge for ped and bike traffic ASAP, partitions to protect bikers and walkers on thesidewalk in the
meantime, and encouraging and building toward alternate entrances to the park and project besides the
Dowling Bridge,

1/14/2021 7:01 PM
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Q9 How did you hear about the project and survey? Select all that apply.(optional)
Answered: 81

Skipped: 19

Study website

Social media

Word of mouth

Mailer

Traditional media

Other (please specify)
0%

ANSWER CHOICES
Study website
Social media
Word of mouth
Mailer
Traditional media
Other (please specify)

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

RESPONSES
18.52%

15

19.75%

16

25.93%

21

34.57%

28

14.81%

12

38.27%

31

Total Respondents: 81
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#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Received an email from Bottineau Neighborhood Assn. with link

2/5/2021 2:24 PM

2

neighborhood listserv

2/5/2021 1:29 PM

3

Neighborhood Listserve

2/5/2021 10:57 AM

4

Nextdoor

2/5/2021 10:45 AM

5

neighborhood association

2/5/2021 10:40 AM

6

Bottineau email newsletter (I now live in Near North but still get the newsletter)

2/5/2021 10:28 AM

7

I got called to help stop the steal of the land for private white developers robbing the Negrosagain.

2/4/2021 10:58 PM

8

city information - i sign up for notifications on projects that interest me

2/4/2021 3:17 PM

9

Camden community newspaper

2/4/2021 2:38 PM

10

podcast

2/4/2021 2:31 PM

11

Friends of the Mississippi River

2/4/2021 2:26 PM

12

Email

2/4/2021 2:22 PM

13

Volunteer meeting

2/2/2021 11:47 AM

14

mprb emails

2/2/2021 11:07 AM

15

A podcast about gentrification

2/2/2021 9:38 AM

16

email

2/1/2021 1:26 PM

17

email

2/1/2021 12:22 PM

18

Attending meetings

2/1/2021 10:33 AM

19

email from the UHT update

2/1/2021 10:24 AM

20

internet

2/1/2021 10:11 AM

21

project emails

2/1/2021 10:08 AM

22

email

2/1/2021 10:06 AM

23

Working on a committee, involved with the project

2/1/2021 9:51 AM

24

Professional organizations

1/26/2021 10:56 PM

25

Involvement in neighborhood assocation

1/26/2021 6:33 PM

26

I got a mailer about the live virtual open house and stumbled across the survey when I was trying to find out
how to attend the open house (which I couldn't find online any info btw...i hadto call).

1/26/2021 10:35 AM

27

Camden News

1/24/2021 4:11 PM

28

I am signed up for UHT emails

1/22/2021 9:21 AM

29

I got an email

1/21/2021 3:25 PM

30

Camden News

1/16/2021 6:36 PM

31

email

1/14/2021 7:03 PM
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Q10 What is your Zip Code?
Answered: 82

Skipped: 18
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#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

55409

2/16/2021 12:14 PM

2

55411

2/5/2021 2:47 PM

3

55413

2/5/2021 2:24 PM

4

55411

2/5/2021 2:07 PM

5

55415

2/5/2021 1:49 PM

6

55411

2/5/2021 1:29 PM

7

55412

2/5/2021 12:56 PM

8

55413

2/5/2021 12:54 PM

9

55411

2/5/2021 11:41 AM

10

55418

2/5/2021 11:26 AM

11

55411

2/5/2021 10:57 AM

12

55412

2/5/2021 10:56 AM

13

55413

2/5/2021 10:54 AM

14

55413

2/5/2021 10:47 AM

15

55412

2/5/2021 10:45 AM

16

55418

2/5/2021 10:40 AM

17

55411

2/5/2021 10:28 AM

18

55430

2/5/2021 8:41 AM

19

55412

2/5/2021 5:47 AM

20

55411

2/5/2021 3:29 AM

21

55411

2/4/2021 10:58 PM

22

55412

2/4/2021 5:01 PM

23

55413

2/4/2021 3:17 PM

24

55412

2/4/2021 3:11 PM

25

55411

2/4/2021 2:45 PM

26

55412

2/4/2021 2:38 PM

27

55411

2/4/2021 2:34 PM

28

55408

2/4/2021 2:31 PM

29

55418

2/4/2021 2:26 PM

30

55411

2/4/2021 2:22 PM

31

55412

2/4/2021 2:22 PM

32

55413

2/3/2021 4:29 PM

33

55409

2/2/2021 2:03 PM

34

55412

2/2/2021 12:05 PM

35

55418

2/2/2021 11:47 AM

36

55421

2/2/2021 11:07 AM

37

55405

2/2/2021 9:38 AM
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38

55412

2/2/2021 9:11 AM

39

55405

2/1/2021 8:01 PM

40

55405

2/1/2021 4:51 PM

41

55418

2/1/2021 1:26 PM

42

55418

2/1/2021 12:22 PM

43

55412

2/1/2021 10:33 AM

44

55401

2/1/2021 10:24 AM

45

55412

2/1/2021 10:22 AM

46

55432

2/1/2021 10:11 AM

47

55418

2/1/2021 10:08 AM

48

55412

2/1/2021 10:06 AM

49

55414

2/1/2021 9:51 AM

50

55412

1/29/2021 9:17 AM

51

55412

1/27/2021 10:28 PM

52

55411

1/27/2021 4:31 AM

53

55412

1/26/2021 10:56 PM

54

55412

1/26/2021 6:47 PM

55

55412

1/26/2021 6:33 PM

56

55429

1/26/2021 5:56 PM

57

55412

1/26/2021 5:50 PM

58

55414

1/26/2021 5:49 PM

59

55412

1/26/2021 1:28 PM

60

55412

1/26/2021 10:35 AM

61

55401

1/25/2021 1:46 PM

62

55415

1/25/2021 1:34 PM

63

55412

1/24/2021 7:34 PM

64

455411

1/24/2021 7:19 PM

65

55412

1/24/2021 4:11 PM

66

55411

1/24/2021 9:42 AM

67

55412

1/23/2021 3:58 PM

68

55411

1/22/2021 8:34 PM

69

55411

1/22/2021 4:16 PM

70

55406

1/22/2021 9:21 AM

71

55412

1/22/2021 6:01 AM

72

55411

1/21/2021 8:22 PM

73

55430

1/21/2021 7:23 PM

74

55413

1/21/2021 4:33 PM

75

55411

1/21/2021 3:25 PM
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76

55418

1/20/2021 9:21 PM

77

55412

1/20/2021 4:17 PM

78

55418

1/17/2021 2:59 PM

79

55412

1/16/2021 6:36 PM

80

55412

1/16/2021 4:05 PM

81

55412

1/16/2021 1:28 PM

82

55412

1/14/2021 7:03 PM
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Q11 Which category best describes your viewpoint as you answer thissurvey? Select all that apply. (optional)
Answered: 82

Skipped: 18

Homeowner

Renter

Business Owner

Organization
(association…)
Other (please specify)
0%

10%

20%

30%

ANSWER CHOICES
Homeowner
Renter
Business Owner
Organization (association, club, volunteer group) Representative
Other (please specify)

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

RESPONSES
74.39%

61

20.73%

17

14.63%

12

3.66%

15.85%

3

13

Total Respondents: 82
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#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Resident of Minneapolis and parent of young children who loves the river and access to vibrantcommercial
districts that showcase the diversity of our City and benefit it's BIPOC residents.

2/16/2021 12:14 PM

2

Mississippi courts project flooding!

2/5/2021 10:45 AM

3

I work in N Mpls with those who are very interested in making sure this project is by and forthe people in N
Mpls. which to date it is not.

2/4/2021 2:34 PM

4

former north side resident

2/2/2021 11:07 AM

5

this is a weird category, apparently designed to artificially separate the interests of these threegroups. I used
to rent, I currently own, I might rent again in the future, I might own a business. I want a family-friendly site
that helps my neighbors without destroying the environment, and I'm not sure how collecting this
information (optionally) helps accomplish that.

2/2/2021 9:11 AM

6

love the river

2/1/2021 10:11 AM

7

Health Wellness & Cultural Arts Curator in Black Indigenous Communities

2/1/2021 9:51 AM

8

Someone who loves this neighborhood and city!

1/26/2021 10:56 PM

9

new art studio in area

1/26/2021 1:28 PM

10

Landlord - I live in the area and also own a rental in the area

1/26/2021 10:35 AM

11

walker

1/24/2021 4:11 PM

12

Concerned citizen

1/22/2021 9:21 AM

13

Musician, Educator, Glass Artist

1/20/2021 4:17 PM
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Q12 What is your age range? (optional)
Answered: 80

Skipped: 20

17 or younger

Under 18
18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65-74

75+

Prefer not to say
0%

ANSWER CHOICES
17 or younger
Under 18
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
Prefer not to say

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

RESPONSES
0.00%

0

0.00%

0

5.00%

4

18.75%

15

31.25%

25

13.75%

11

16.25%

13

7.50%

6

6.25%

5

1.25%

1
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TOTAL

80
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Q13 How do you self-identify in terms of gender? (optional)
Answered: 80

Skipped: 20

Female (She /Her / Hers)

Male (He / Him/ His)

Non-binary(They /
Them...)

Prefer not to answer

0%

ANSWER CHOICES
Female (She / Her / Hers)
Male (He / Him / His)
Non-binary (They / Them / Theirs)
Prefer not to answer

TOTAL

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

RESPONSES
52.50%

42

37.50%

30

5.00%

4

5.00%

4

80
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Q14 What is your education level? (optional)
Answered: 78

Skipped: 22

Some high school, no...

Some college/tech.

College graduate

Post graduate
Work/ advanced degree

Prefer not to answer
0%

10%

ANSWER CHOICES
Some high school, no diploma
Some college/technical/or vocational training
College graduate
Post graduate work or advanced degree
Prefer not to answer

TOTAL

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

RESPONSES
0.00%

0

19.23%

15

37.18%

29

39.74%

31

3.85%

3

78
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Q15 What race/ethnicity best describes you? (optional)
Answered: 76

Skipped: 24

American Indian /...
Asian / Asian American
/Pacific Islander
Black / African American

Hispanic /Latino /Spanish

White /Caucasian

Multiple ethnicities

Prefer not to answer

Other (please specify)
0%

ANSWER CHOICES
American Indian / Alaskan Native
Asian / Asian American / Pacific Islander
Black / African American
Hispanic / Latino / Spanish
White / Caucasian
Multiple ethnicities
Prefer not to answer
Other (please specify)

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

RESPONSES
0.00%

0

2.63%

2

7.89%

6

3.95%

3

67.11%

51

7.89%

6

7.89%

6

2.63%

2

TOTAL

76

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

human

1/26/2021 1:28 PM

2

Alien

1/20/2021 4:17 PM
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Q16 What is the primary language spoken in your home? (optional)
Answered: 78

Skipped: 22

English

Spanish

Somali

Karen

Prefer not to answer

Other (please specify)

0%

ANSWER CHOICES

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

RESPONSES

English
Spanish
Somali
Karen
Prefer not to answer
Other (please specify)

96.15%

75

1.28%

1

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

1.28%

1

1.28%

TOTAL

78

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Hmong

2/5/2021 3:29 AM
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